TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

«

(N° 42161-800)

DSPLC » COMPACT TRUCK BEADBREAKER
Part number : 60308-67

Mechanical beadbreaker for hollow base truck wheels with protective valves,
steel or alloy rims of type 17.5, 19.5 and 22.5.
These new rims have the following characteristics :
• valve positioned differently = difficult access
• addition of a safety hump.
Tyre removal is very difficult, particulary with regard to the bead.
The DSPLC Compact Truck Beadbreaker solves this problem very simply.
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It is a swift operation requiring no little effort.

Screw
lever

Carrying handle
Thickness wedge
(inside)
Stabiliser

Fitment procedure :
-Start with wheel laid flat, spider facing upwards
- Grease the bead of the tyre at the spot where beadbreaking is desired
- Hook the beadbreaker on the edge of the rim
- Screw, while guiding the spade on the flank of the tyre
as close as possible to the bead and the edge of the rim
Stop as soon as the bead crosses the rump
- To remove the appliance, proceed in reverse order
- Alloy rim spiders are thicker than those on metal rims.
A thickness wedge fitted with a wing nut is provided for
these cases.
Zero inset rims :

Spade

Collar adaptable on the DSPLC 60308.

Fixture on rim

Start up: before using for the first time, fasten
the stabiliser with the two hollow supplied screws.
Handling: use the carrying handle
Cleaning: clean and grease the screw and spade
regularly

Optional collar :
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